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Abstract
New research from Funding Options shows that the small
business overdraft is in terminal decline and – despite the rise
in alternative inance – there is still a ‘knowledge gap’ among
business owners, who are often unaware of the alternative
options available, or struggle to access them. Our specially
commissioned survey of small businesses shows that for UK
SMEs to grow, more work is required to provide access to and
understanding of alternative inance.
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SMALL BUSINESS FINANCE:
LIFE AFTER THE OVERDRAFT
Introduction

S

ince the credit crunch, much has been made of the
reduction in bank lending to businesses. Successive
governments have created whole policies and institutions to
address the problem – including Project Merlin, the Enterprise
Finance Guarantee scheme, the Funding for Lending Scheme
and the British Business Bank.
But the squeeze in lending is not as uniform as many think,
especially where small and medium enterprises are concerned.
he media narrative often focuses on the reduction in term
lending to SMEs, but as we will see, the data shows that this
is outdated – lack of term lending is no longer small businesses’
main problem.
For small- to medium-sized businesses – often overlooked
in discussions about bank lending – it is the withdrawal
of the bank overdraft that is causing pain. Overdrafts have
traditionally been the go-to source of working capital inance
and a valuable cashlow management tool; without the
overdraft, small business owners are looking elsewhere at new,
innovative inancial products.
In this research paper, we will assess just how sharp this
reduction in overdraft lending has been, examine small
businesses’ and alternative lenders’ responses to decreased
working capital availability, and ind out how Britain’s
growing small business community is adapting to life
without overdrafts.
Finally and most importantly, using the results of a survey
commissioned by Funding Options, we will ind out how small
business owners feel about the myriad forms of alternative
inance, what kind of lenders they trust and understand, and
how wide the ‘knowledge gap’ is for small businesses seeking
alternative funding.
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“The Funding Options
specialist was just a
pleasure to work with;
extremely helpful and we
wouldn’t have been able to
do this without him. He
was, quite literally, the last
resort. He gave us another
option and he will even be
helping with additional
funding that we require as
part of the next stage.”
Joyce Hibbert —
Owner, Mother Goose

Funding Options small
business survey: key findings
tPGTNBMMCVTJOFTTFTIBWFIBEUIFJSPWFSESBGUTSFEVDFE
or removed in the last two years alone
t0OMZPGTNBMMCVTJOFTTPXOFSTUSVTUUIFJSCBOLTUP
support their businesses
tPGCVTJOFTTFTIBWFCFFODPNQMFUFMZUVSOFEEPXOGPS
a bank loan in the last two years
tPGTNBMMCVTJOFTTFTUIBUTPVHIUalternative inance in
the last two years got the funding they needed
tPGCVTJOFTTPXOFSTTBZUIFZIBWFOPXPSLBCMF
understanding of any of the forms of alternative inance

The scale of the problem:
how sharp has the reduction
in small business overdrafts been?

T

he scale of overdraft reductions is staggering: since 2011,
banks have withdrawn overdrafts from SMEs at the rate of
more than £5 million per day, every single day.

SME bank overdrafts reduced by £8.4bn since 2011
— that’s £5m every single day
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T

he reasons for this reduction in overdrafts are structural,
and for all intents and purposes, permanent.
he Basel III regulatory framework, agreed following the
inancial crisis, implemented strict and onerous new capital
requirements on banks, sharply restricting their ability to lend
to borrowers seen as carrying higher levels of risk. And this is
hitting unrated small businesses particularly hard.
While the implementation of these new capital requirements
was important for macroeconomic stability, they have also
played a critical role in preventing small businesses from
accessing working capital through the ongoing credit lines
that are bank overdrafts. And without working capital, small
businesses struggle to survive, invest, and grow, even as the
economic recovery continues.
Our survey of over 250 small businesses in the UK showed
UIBUPGUIFNIBEFYQFSJFODFEBDPNQMFUFXJUIESBXBMPG
UIFJSCBOLPWFSESBGUJOUIFMBTUUXPZFBSTBMPOF"GVSUIFS
said their bank had reduced their overdraft limit in the same
time period.
With a third of UK small businesses afected, we can see the
market is hungry for working capital to drive business growth.
he shortfall in funding presents two major risks, in particular
for the scale-up businesses that repeated studies have shown are
vital for economic growth:
1) he risk of overtrading as expansion outpaces available
funding, sinking promising irms.
2) he risk of growth being hindered by a lack of inance for
investment in the business.
So as the banks continue to pull back from the provision of
working capital for Britain’s small businesses, what can business
owners do about it?
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“Saved me hours of
time of submitting
applications to lenders
that don’t it our
business. The team
were helpful and
we obtained the
funding required
to grow our business.”
TREMAINE
Trustpilot review
Great Support - Obtained
the funding needed

Alternatives are available: and they’re not just
crowdfunding or peer-to-peer lending

T

he UK is perhaps second only to the United States in its
diversity of alternative inance provision for businesses,
with technology and innovation two key drivers of its growth
since the credit crunch.
Particular attention has been paid to two relative newcomers
to the sector: peer-to-peer lenders, such as Funding Circle and
FundingKnight; and crowdfunders, like SyndicateRoom.
While these providers have certainly captured the
imagination of policy-makers, parts of the media, and the
public, they still only provide a tiny fraction of the SME
funding delivered by other longer-established forms of
alternative inance.
*OEFFE JOPVSTVSWFZPGTNBMMCVTJOFTTPXOFST POMZ
had tried to use crowdfunding for their business, making it
UIFMFBTUVTFEGPSNPGBMUFSOBUJWFëOBODF BOEKVTUIBE
accessed funds through peer-to-peer lending. Both are a long
way behind the most commonly-used forms of alternative
ëOBODFoMFBTJOHBOEIJSFQVSDIBTFoXIJDIXFSFVTFECZ
of respondents.
Less-heralded than crowdfunders or P2P lenders, but
far more important in providing working capital for small
businesses in the UK, is the growth in challenger banks and
specialist lending funds, which are often funded with overseas
capital.
he inance provided by these specialist funds is often
in the form of proven types of lending, such as asset-based
inance, leasing, and commercial mortgages. All of these forms
of funding already provide tens of billions of pounds to UK
businesses each year, and both retain considerable appetite for
further expansion.
Figures from the Finance & Leasing Association show that
asset inance and leasing providers supplied £28.2bn of
funding to businesses in the 12 months to the end of July
 VQPOUIFQSFWJPVTZFBS
Meanwhile, statistics from the Asset Based Finance
Association, the trade body representing the invoice inance
industry, show that its members were providing £19.3bn in
funding to businesses at the end of June – almost a third more
than ive years ago.
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“Funding Options helped
us get inance when others
could not.
The Funding Options
team have been instrumental
in helping our business
grow - they found specialist
lenders that could support
the business despite being
based in the remote parts
of the North of Scotland!”
CAMPBELL DICKSON
Trustpilot review
Funding Options
helped us get finance
when others could not

T

he expansion in alternative lending is accelerating and
illing the working capital gap left by the withdrawal of
business overdrafts, but the variety of choices within alternative
inance can seem daunting for many small business owners.
On the Funding Options platform, for example, businesses
can access funding from more than 50 lenders across the full
spectrum of business inance, including those providing:
t*OWPJDFëOBODF
t#SJEHJOHMPBOT
t"MUFSOBUJWFPWFSESBGUT
t1SPQFSUZCBTFEëOBODF
t1FOTJPOMFEGVOEJOH
t"TTFUëOBODF
t6OTFDVSFETIPSUUFSNMPBOT
t5SBEFëOBODF
t$SPXEGVOEJOH
t.FSDIBOUDBTIBEWBODFT
All of these options have diferent advantages and suitability
depending on businesses’ circumstances; the diiculty for
business owners lies in knowing which products are best for
their own situation.
he table below shows how diferent sources of inance
match up with the various funding requirements of small
businesses when accessed through the Funding Options
platform:
Type of Finance

Source
of
Capital

Property &
Asset Finance

Longer-Term
Finance

Shorter-Term
Finance

Total by Source
of Capital

Deposit-Taking Bank

12%

16%

0%

14%

Wholesale Facilites & Debt Funds

16%

16%

36%

68%

Crowd & High-Net-Worth (HNW)

0%

12%

6%

28%

Totals by Type of Finance

28%

30%

42%

100%

his shows how wholesale facilities and debt funds – often
backed by overseas capital – have a far greater capacity and
capability to lend across the spectrum of small business needs.
his is in contrast to the banks, who focus on lending secured
against property and other assets; and the peer-to-peer and
crowdfunding providers, whose impact is mainly in longerterm funding.



The truth about banks’ appetite to lend
to small businesses is more complex
than many realise

O

f small businesses that have applied for a bank loan in the
MBTUUXPZFBST POMZIBWFCFFOHJWFOUIFMPBOUIFZ
XFSFMPPLJOHGPSIBWFFYQFSJFODFECFJOHUVSOFEEPXO
DPNQMFUFMZJOUIFMBTUUXPZFBST XIJMFUIFSFTU  HPUQBSU
of the funds they were seeking.
As we mentioned earlier, the widely-held belief that ‘banks
aren’t lending to small businesses’ is one that’s now outdated,
and the responses to this question perhaps give some further
insight into the true, more nuanced picture. When approached
for term loans, banks are now substantially more open to small
business requests than they were in the immediate aftermath of
the credit crunch.
However, when a business doesn’t it the proile of a bank’s
ideal customer, whether due to its size, sector, credit history,
or age, banks are still sharply constrained in how much risk
they are able to take – resulting in many small businesses only
getting part of the funding they need.

How did your bank respond to your loan application?
50%

40%

30%

20%

52%
36%

10%

13%
0%
They lent the
full amount

They lent some of the
amount requested
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They rejected
my request

Businesses aren’t all that keen on
their banks, and that’s creating
opportunities for FinTech companies

M

ost businesses’ view of their main business bank isn’t
QBSUJDVMBSMZQPTJUJWFoPOMZPGSFTQPOEFOUTBHSFFE
that they trusted their bank to support their business. he
MBSHFTUHSPVQPGSFTQPOEFOUT  XFSFTJNQMZJOEJêFSFOU 
XIJMFBHSFFEXJUIUIFTUBUFNFOUi*EPOUMJLFUIFN UIFZ
don’t like me”.
For businesses that broadly ofer the same services, customer
service can be a key diferentiator; high-street banks appear to
have very little goodwill in reserve from their small business
DMJFOUTɨJTVOEFSMJOFTUIFPQQPSUVOJUZGPS'JO5FDIDPNQBOJFT
to use their agility – something that’s impossible for an
organisation on the scale of a global bank – to provide the
service that small businesses are looking for.
We believe this loss of goodwill also relects a loss of
expertise among the banks due to downsizing sharply during
the credit crunch, with banks’ inability to value certain assets
*5FRVJQNFOUGPSFYBNQMF NBLJOHJUNPSFEJïDVMUGPS
businesses to speak to someone at the bank who ‘understands
their business’.

“Funding Options were the
irst company that listened
to my story, believed in
the concept and had the
same enthusiasm for the
business as I have. They
have supported me every
step of the way through
the process – I recommend
them highly.”
Shelley Dickinson - Owner,
Shelley’s Pie & Mash Shop

What is your attitude to your main business bank?

30%
35%

20%

27%

20%

10%

23%

8%
0%
I don’t like them,
they don’t like me

They don’t
understand my
business needs

I’m indiferent

We have a
reasonable
working
relationship

What marks specialist providers out as diferent is their
focus – many have developed a unique understanding of
the nuances of particular sectors or business types. his
contrasts sharply with the ‘one-size-its-all’ approach of major
banks, providing fundamentally the same proposition for
all small irms whether they’re hauliers, builders, consultants
or hairdressers.
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I trust them
to support
my business

Small businesses are investigating
alternative finance
JUIUIF0DUPCFSëOEJOHTPGUIF$PNQFUJUJPO
Markets Authority into current accounts and business
banking once again spelling out the need to make it easier for
small irms to shop around for loans, it is clear that alternative
inance is going to be key to growth in the UK. Fortunately,
many small businesses have already started to notice the
opportunities available to them.
When we take a wider view of alternative inance than
simply crowdfunding or peer-to-peer lending, among small
business owners there is a growing appetite to explore the
PQUJPOTBWBJMBCMFPGSFTQPOEFOUTUPPVSTVSWFZTBJEUIFZ
have applied for some form of alternative inance for their
businesses, and – in stark contrast to bank approval rates
oPGUIFTFIBETFDVSFEUIFGVOEJOHUIFZOFFEFE

W

While banks only say yes a third of the time, alternative
lenders say yes to more than four-ifths of applications –
illustrating the strong appetite to lend among alternative
inance providers, and their willingness to tailor a funding
agreement to it a business’s needs.
he government’s forthcoming Bank Referral Scheme
(whereby SMEs turned down for bank inance will have the
option of being referred to alternative providers) will go some
way to helping small businesses ind the funding they require.
However, as we shall see below, awareness of the diferent
types of lending and the working knowledge required to make
informed decisions is still lacking.

There is still a knowledge gap
for small businesses seeking
alternative finance

B

ridging the ‘knowledge gap’ that faces the majority of small
businesses once their banks say ‘no’ is a critical issue.
Research by the British Business Bank in 2014 found
UIBUi"XBSFOFTTPGBMUFSOBUJWFTPVSDFTPGEFCUëOBODFPVUTJEF
banks is not yet comprehensive enough,” while there is also
a particularly acute lack of knowledge of who to approach to
discuss particular alternative options.
ɨF#SJUJTI#VTJOFTT#BOLTUVEZGPVOEUIBUXIJMFPG
TNBMMCVTJOFTTFTXFSFBXBSFPGBTTFUëOBODF POMZLOFX
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who to approach to access it – this is just one example of the
‘knowledge gap’ we see on a daily basis.
hat’s why we commissioned a survey of more than 250
small business owners, to ind out what they really think about
the diferent forms of inance – from their high-street banks to
the most innovative new forms of business funding. Some of
the results were eye-opening.
PGSFTQPOEFOUTTBJEUIFZIBEOPXPSLBCMF
understanding of any of the forms of alternative inance,
a worryingly large number given the withdrawal of high street
banks from small business overdrafts.
Essentially, many of these businesses have been cut of from
inance completely – which will likely have a sharply negative
efect on their future growth.
Unsurprisingly, the best-understood forms of alternative
ëOBODFXFSFQFFSUPQFFSMFOEJOH  EVFUPUIF
widespread media coverage it has received; and the wellFTUBCMJTIFEMFBTJOH  BOEIJSFQVSDIBTF  
he least-understood included some alternatives still
SFHBSEFEBTOJDIFPQUJPOT TVDIBTQFOTJPOMFEGVOEJOH  
BOENFSDIBOUDBTIBEWBODFT  ɨFTFëOBODFUZQFT 
however, ofer signiicant beneits for many speciic business
circumstances.
With so many potential options out there for small
businesses looking to access alternative forms of funding, it
seems that many are – understandably – overwhelmed. he
practical implication of this is that business owners struggle
to understand which product is most appropriate for their
individual circumstances. Bridging this knowledge gap is, in
our view, the single biggest challenge facing the alternative
inance industry.

“As a fast-growth
business which operates
with an ‘alternative’
model in a highly
traditional sector
(legal), we needed
an ‘alternative’ form
of inance to help
achieve our aims.”
LIZZIE
Trustpilot review
Great service!

Which types of alternative finance do you
have a workable understanding of?
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Conclusion: bridging the knowledge gap

T

he results of the survey are clear, and they bear out the
statistics from the Bank of England: banks are making a sharp
withdrawal from the provision of overdrafts for small businesses.
hat’s bad news for businesses, and bad news for
the UK economy.
he good news is that almost half of small businesses have
now applied for some form of alternative inance, and a very large
majority did so successfully.
But for us, the key takeaway from the survey was that more
than a ifth of small businesses have no workable knowledge of
any of the forms of alternative inance. In the current climate, that
represents a major concern. he knowledge gap is real, and it is
hindering small business growth.
hat’s why we support the Government’s scheme to signpost
alternative inance to every small business turned down for lending
by their banks, through a referral system.
However, we believe the bank referral scheme is only part of the
solution; a government-led awareness campaign, closely supported
by industry groups and the industry itself, would also go a long way
to raising understanding of alternative funding solutions for SMEs.
We believe both projects in tandem could close the knowledge
gap, and ensure that every small business owner seeking inance
has the opportunity to learn about their options — and perhaps
discover that one of the many alternatives is just what they need.

What needs to happen?

T

he Government needs to maintain momentum on the Bank
Referral Scheme for SME inance. Providing business owners
with easy-to-navigate alternative options if they have been rejected
by their bank is fundamental.
he Major Banks need to voluntarily, quickly and efectively
JNQMFNFOUUIFQSPWJTJPOBMëOEJOHTPGUIFOFX$PNQFUJUJPO
.BSLFUT"VUIPSJUZ $." FORVJSZJOUPCVTJOFTTCBOLJOH UPNBLF
it easier for SMEs to shop
around for loans.
he Alternative Finance industry needs to work harder,
and more collaboratively, at educating the market about how
its products work and who they are appropriate for, and be clear
about any potential risks or limitations.
And Small Business Owners need to keep an open
mind regarding where business funding might come from,
and to quickly get up-to-speed on the alternatives to a
business overdraft.
In many cases, there are suitable alternatives available if you
just know where to look.
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Funding Options is the UK’s leading online alternative
business inance matchmaker, having helped UK businesses
to access tens of millions of pounds in funding. We work
with providers across the entire alternative funding spectrum
to ind the right inance deal for businesses, from challenger
banks to invoice inance, leasing, crowdfunding, peer-to-peer
lending and property-based funding.

Telephone: 0845 366 4199
Email: support@fundingoptions.com
fundingoptions.com
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